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2Abstract
A methodologically sound systematic review is characterized by transparency,
replicability and a clear inclusion criteria. However, little attention has been paid to
reporting the details of inter-rater reliability (IRR) when multiple coders are used to
make decisions at various points in the screening and data extraction stages of a
study. Prior research has mentioned the paucity of information on IRR, including
number of coders involved, at what stages and how IRR tests were conducted, and
how disagreements were resolved.
This paper examines and reflects on the human factors that affect decision-making in
systematic reviews via reporting on three IRR tests, conducted at three different points
in the screening process, for two distinct reviews. Results of the two studies are
discussed in the context of inter rater and intra rater reliability in terms of the accuracy,
precision and reliability of coding behaviour of multiple coders. Findings indicated that
coding behaviour changes both between and within individuals over time, emphasising
the importance of conducting regular and systematic inter and intra-rater reliability
tests, especially when multiple coders are involved, to ensure consistency and clarity
at the screening and coding stages. Implications for good practice while
screening/coding for systematic reviews are discussed.
Keywords
Interrater reliability, systematic review, screening, coding, decision-making, kappa
statistic
3Introduction
The initial phase of searching and selecting relevant studies is a crucial aspect of
conducting a systematic review (Petrosino 1995). Two definitional strengths of a good
‘systematic’ review are transparency and replicability (Gough et al 2012). A
methodologically sound systematic review is characterized by detailed reporting of
how a systematic search was conducted and the results analysed. The process of
conducting a systematic review entails decisions to be made at various points, often
subjectively, and unless detailed information is provided about how coding and
screening decisions were made and disagreements (if any) resolved between various
members of the research team, the review can scarcely be replicable. Clearly,
systematic reviews are resource intensive, often requiring a team of researchers
working over a substantial period of time (Borah et al 2017). A recent study (Borah et
al 2017) on the resources required to conduct systematic reviews indicated that the
mean number of members involved in conducting a systematic review was 5 (sd = 3)
and the average time period required to conduct and publish a review was 67.3 weeks
(IQR = 42). Decisions need to be made by multiple people at multiple points in time,
beginning with decisions about the scope and focus of the review, leading on to
selection of search terms and inclusion criteria, and finally the coding and analysis of
the studies. Differences of opinion have to be resolved and agreement reached
between the research team members.
Surprisingly little attention is paid to reporting the details of inter-rater reliability (IRR)
when multiple coders are used to make decisions at various points in the screening
and data extraction stages of a study. Often IRR results are reported summarily as a
percentage of agreement between various coders, if at all. Sometimes the agreement
is qualified by a kappa or similar ‘chance-corrected’ statistic, which provides more
information than a simple calculation of the raw proportion of agreement (Viera et al
2005), but reporting rarely covers details of the stage of the process at which the IRR
test was conducted; what training was provided to coders; why disagreements
occurred; and how they were resolved (Lombard et al 2002). Admittedly, there might
be editorial or other constraints in reporting these details. This lack of detail on
agreement about coding decisions may be alleviated by online supplementary
materials becoming a conventional addition to articles published online.
However, we argue that although systematic reviews claim to be replicable, there are
several points in the decision-making process where the researchers exercise
discretion based on subjective criteria that are not explicitly acknowledged. By using
two practical examples of conducting IRR exercises, we aim to demonstrate that
despite clear inclusion criteria, exclusion criteria and coding instructions, systematic
reviews incorporate a degree of subjectivity that affects replicability. We further explore
the reasons for variability in human decision-making, even within a tightly defined
framework. This paper will also demonstrate how an IRR exercise can be used to
4develop and refine a codebook to guide and improve coding behaviour, in terms of
stability, accuracy and reproducibility.
This paper is structured as follows: the first section discusses the background to this
study, while the next section explores the importance of conducting inter-rater and
intra-rater reliability tests. This is followed by a discussion on the extent to which
systematic reviews report IRR tests in crime prevention literature. The next section
presents the background to the research and the research methodology, followed by
the results of the inter-rater and intra-rater reliability tests. The penultimate section
discusses reasons for coder behaviour that accounts for the results, followed by the
conclusion stressing the importance of conducting and reporting IRRs in research
reports.
Background/Quality assurance in systematic reviews
In 2014, the newly formed College of Policing, in collaboration with the Economic and
Social Research Council, funded a consortium of 8 UK universities to set up a What
Works Centre in Crime Reduction. This paper is based on the experience of
conducting two studies that were part of this project. The consortium was hoping to
set the highest standard for quality assessing the existing evidence on what works in
crime prevention, and as a result there was a strong emphasis on methodological
rigour.
In this paper we present and discuss the results of multiple IRR tests conducted during
two studies. The first involved a team of experienced coders (who were named
researchers on the project) and the other study consisted of novice coders (selected
doctoral students from the same university department); both teams with varying levels
of expertise and subject knowledge. The purpose of the IRR tasks reported here was
to improve coder behaviour and to help with the development of the codebook.
Admittedly, the research reported in this paper was a by-product of the larger research
project – something that has often been the case in test-retest research (Ashton 2000).
However, the results of the IRR in the two studies highlighted some interesting aspects
of coder behaviour, and the focus of this paper is to highlight the challenges involved
in using multiple coders and the resulting variance in decision making, thus affecting
the quality of the final product. We propose that multiple IRR tests (when coding large
data sets) and the accompanying moderating exercise can improve the quality and
rigour of systematic reviews. Academic background, research experience, preference
of research methods, and degree of involvement in the review process (i.e. the
preconceptions and prior knowledge that each coder came with) were hypothesized
to be relevant to the coding behaviour and decision making of individual coders.
5By way of a preamble, coding can be accomplished by a single coder or a team of
multiple coders at various stages in a systematic review for quality appraisal purposes,
for example at the initial screening on the title and abstract, the second screening on
full text, or the data extraction stage. Ideally IRR should be conducted at each stage
of this process, generating different measures of IRR at each stage. There are various
methods for calculating IRR, the simplest method being the percentage of agreement
between coders. Feng (2014) though recommends that percent agreement should not
be used alone to report IRR, especially if the coding work is not very easy. Under such
a circumstance, chance agreement should be estimated and removed from the
estimation of reliability. Hence, more advanced methods of calculating IRR that
account for chance agreement exist, including Scott’s pi, Cohen’s Kappa or
Krippendorff’s Alpha (Lombard et al 2002). The most commonly used statistic that
takes into account chance agreement between two or more coders is the kappa
statistic, whereby a score of 1 indicates perfect agreement and 0 equates agreement
totally due to chance (Viera et al 2005). Thus, the kappa statistic measures not only
accuracy (getting the coding aligned with the codebook) but precision (ensuring that
agreement between coders is not due to chance alone) too.
The decision for choosing the most appropriate measure of IRR is based on the
complexity of the coding decision, the number of coders, and the type of data being
coded (Lombard et al 2002). Some of the more elaborate measures are not suitable
for multiple coders, if the coding task is too complicated or if the data being coded are
not nominal. Indeed, Feng (2014) suggests that despite IRR gaining currency across
the spectrum of social sciences, it is not always appropriate in cases where the coding
is too complex or the number of categories too many. The coding task reported in this
paper could be considered an example of this, as it involved interpretation and
exercise of subjective judgement.
Coding involves assessment of the manifest content (‘surface’ information) as well as
latent content (‘under the surface’ information), with the latter involving subjective
interpretation based on the coder’s mental schema (Lombard et al 2002). Thus, coding
the manifest content would involve searching for keywords or key concepts identified
in the search terms. However, often coding also involves making decisions based on
the meaning of what is being said, instead of looking only at the actual words, which
means it cannot as yet be accomplished by a computer algorithm. Screening studies
from a database of searched studies is an integral part of the systematic review
process. It involves coding for inclusion or exclusion, i.e. making a judgement on the
basis of the title and abstract whether the study under consideration fits the pre-
determined inclusion criteria and therefore should be retained or discarded from
further analysis.
Krippendorf (2004) identifies three aspects of coding as being important to reliability:
stability (which refers to whether coder behaviour remains the same over time);
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(where multiple coders code with the same results). It therefore becomes important
that multiple coders share the mental schema in order to achieve both consistency
and accuracy of coding (Potter and Levine-Donnerstein 1999). Measuring reliability of
coding is also important to establish the quality of research, with low agreement
between coders or with the coding book being indicative of weakness in research
methods (Kolbe and Burnett 1991) or weakness in the clarity of the inclusion/exclusion
criteria.
When multiple observers are observing the same phenomenon, some variation in
outcome is likely. This begs answers about the reliability of the observation. Various
explanations have been put forward to account for variance in coder behaviour.
Armstrong et al’s study (1997) on coder agreement for qualitative data reports that
while there was broad agreement on themes in their study, coders “packaged”
concepts differently depending upon their geography, discipline or personal
differences in experiences or views. Thus, three important factors affecting how
concepts are “packaged” are the background of coder, their domain knowledge, and
their research experience more broadly. Additionally, the ‘framing effect’ is said to
account for differences in decision making that result from differences in perspectives
of decision-makers and the variation in the contexts within which they make those
decisions (LeBoeuf and Shafir 2003). In other words, evidence suggests that the way
a task is framed affects the decision-making process. Thus, it can be argued that the
way in which the end objective of the screening task is framed and how it is interpreted
by individual coders, could influence their decision-making. A positive frame presents
the task whereby fulfilment of a condition would result in a desired outcome, whereas
a negative frame would suggest that the non-fulfilment of a condition would result in
an undesirable outcome.
Further, Rousson et al (2002) suggest that individual coder performance is affected by
what they call ‘learning effect’ and ‘fatigue effect’. These effects have opposite results
on individual coders’ behaviour in a test-re-test situation. Learning effect refers to the
improvement in accuracy against codebook in decision-making in the test-re-test
situation, whereas ‘fatigue’ effect refers to worsening in decision making as a result of
prolonged exposure to the task (ibid).
Similarly, when multiple coders are used for coding data, customarily the degree of
agreement should be reported as a measure of the reliability of coding. However,
agreement between coders, reported in percentage terms (as is often the case) tells
us nothing about the accuracy or precision of the coding exercise. The degree of
accuracy and precision are both important in assessing the quality of inter-observer
agreement (Viera et al 2005). Further, the causes of disagreements and how they
were resolved are equally important in ensuring quality of the final coding.
7Inter-rater reliability or inter coder agreement can be defined as “the extent to which
independent coders evaluate a characteristic of a message or artefact and reach the
same conclusions” (Lombard, Snyder-Duch and Bracken 2002: 589). Intra-rater
reliability, on the other hand measures the extent to which one person will interpret the
data in the same way and assign it the same code over time. Thus reliability across
multiple coders is measured by IRR and reliability over time for the same coder is
measured by intra-rater reliability (McHugh 2012).
Systematic Reviews and Reporting of IRR
One of the first tasks of the What Works in Crime Reduction consortium was to
assemble available evidence using systematic methods that included an exhaustive
search and a transparent screening phase. This work to map the evidence landscape
yielded 328 evidence syntheses with crime reduction outcomes (Tompson and Belur
2015). In the interests of generating a baseline of how information on IRR is reported
in crime reduction literature, 100 of these evidence syntheses were randomly selected
and information on IRR was extracted (when available), including the timing of the
IRR, any statistical reporting of the IRR, the number of people involved in screening,
and how disagreements were resolved.
Analysis of the reporting of IRR indicated that only 49 studies contained any mention
of IRR (see Table 1). Of these, 31 studies did not report any statistical information on
IRR, instead just mentioning that an IRR test was conducted and perhaps gave some
information on when it was conducted, by how many coders and/or how
disagreements were resolved. Sixteen studies reported what they termed as
acceptable and actual percentage agreement (usually above 80% agreement was
termed acceptable) between coders and only three studies reported the kappa statistic
of agreement.
Table 1: IRR reporting in crime reduction literature about here
Furthermore, as seen in Table 1, 34 studies did not report the number of coders
involved in the coding, and only eight studies reported using two or more coders. The
remaining six studies reported using mainly one coder and testing IRR with another
coder for a small sample of studies. The analysis also revealed that 16 studies
reported conducting IRR at the screening stage and 30 studies reported IRR at the
data extraction stage. Only 6 studies reported IRR at both stages, and finally one study
reported conducting IRRs at multiple stages. Of the 49 studies in our sample that
reported IRR, 32 studies reported that disagreements were resolved via discussion to
reach a consensus, but 17 studies made no mention of how disagreements were
resolved.
8Overall, our cursory assessment of IRR in the crime prevention field revealed that a
majority of the current systematic reviews in the field of crime prevention do not provide
adequate information about whether and what IRR tests were conducted, if at all. It is
not clear whether this is because the authors did not actually conduct an IRR or
whether the results were not considered important enough to mention in the published
output. Our findings are replicated in other fields, such as communication studies
where Lombard et al (2002) report a number of studies had findings similar to ours,
confirming that IRR was reported in only a fraction of the studies included, and even if
they did contain information it was often opaque, incomplete or ambiguous about who
did the coding, at what stage and what, if any, training was involved.
Methodology
The inter-rater and intra-rater reliability test data used in this research is restricted to
coding at the initial screening stage of the systematic review, when coders were
involved in making decisions about whether to include or exclude a study based on
title and abstract. The scope of this article is restricted to just the initial screening stage
because once the screening was done and the final list of studies was drawn up
through this process, subsequent coding of all the studies was done by two coders to
reduce risk of bias. All disagreements at this stage of the review were referred to the
wider coding team for resolution. While this does not eliminate subjective bias, it
restricts the extent.
We used an extension of the kappa statistic (the Kappa Fleiss statistic, which is
specifically for multiple coders) to measure IRR because it was the most commonly
cited analysis technique within systematic reviews (see section above). There are
other more sophisticated IRR analytical techniques. However the purpose of this
exercise was not to refine the statistical analysis of IRR tests, but to reflect on the
human dimension and implications of decision making at the screening stage.
Immediately following every IRR exercise, there was a frank and open discussion
between the members of the coding teams for studies 1 and 2. The first author, as one
of the coders in study 1 and the supervisor and arbiter for study 2 led the discussion
on each occasion. The discussion was focused on reflecting on the thinking that lay
behind screening decisions, especially those that diverged from the ‘correct’ decision.
Notes were made following these meetings and details were recorded. The discussion
data was used to analyse screening behaviour on the two separate studies which were
part of the same larger project.
The details of the two studies are as follows:
Study 1
9As briefly described above, study 1 systematically searched a broad array of literature
for evidence syntheses with a crime reduction outcome. Due to the cross-cutting
nature of crime reduction, the literature spanned many disciplines and hence the
search was vast in scope (see Tompson and Belur, 2015 for more details).
The coding team consisted of three experienced researchers: two senior researchers,
each with over eight years of experience in the crime prevention field (A & B) and one
post-doctoral researcher (coder C). Two coders (A & B) had practitioner as well as
academic experience in crime prevention and the third (C) had an engineering
background with research experience in the field of security. Two researchers had
previous experience of conducting Rapid Evidence Assessments but none had
conducted a full systematic review prior to this project. Two coders (A & C) were
familiar with quantitative research methods, whereas the third coder (B) was primarily
a qualitative researcher. Two researchers had been intimately involved in developing
the search terms and in searching the identified databases for relevant studies (A &
B), whereas the third researcher (C) came into the process at the screening stage and
was given training by the other two researchers. The same researchers also
conducted the subsequent and final stages of the screening and also at the data
extraction stage once the final list of studies for inclusion was agreed upon. They were
thus invested in ensuring that their decision-making behaviour at the early screening
stage was as accurate as possible.
Study 2
The aim of study 2 was to conduct a systematic review of the evidence relating to the
effectiveness of access control as a method of reducing crime in physical
environments. ‘Access control’ was broadly defined by the study authors as the
selective restriction of access to or use of places, people, targets and resources.
The coding team consisted of 4 doctoral researchers (1, 2, 3 and 4) who came from
different primary disciplines (Maths, Psychology, Political Science and International
Development respectively) but were pursuing a multi-disciplinary doctoral research
project in the area of security and/or crime prevention. However, researcher 4 left the
project before completing the third IRR3, hence her screening is not included in any
of the calculations that follow. The IRR exercises were supervised by an experienced
member of the research team (first author) who was the final arbitrator when
disagreements could not be resolved by the coders. The three coders finally included
in reported results below were research assistants involved with only the initial
screening stage of the systematic review and thus were neither involved in the design
of the review nor in the subsequent data extraction and analysis stages.
Chronologically, study 1 was completed before study 2. The research team for study
1 quickly realised that the task of sifting the studies based on title and abstract was
more complex than originally envisaged. Further, these three coders had different
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levels of involvement in designing the study and understanding the subject matter
involved. Some variation in coder behaviour was observed. The results of this exercise
fed into the systematic review protocol (for IRR) for study 2. One of the researchers
involved in study 1 acted as the expert to resolve conflicts between the coders in study
2.
The search of key databases yielded 16,764 and 10,275 citation records respectively
for studies 1 and 2. These records were sifted against an exclusion criteria to discard
irrelevant studies. The codebook based on the exclusion criteria was refined as the
task proceeded and was informed by the experiences of the coders in the IRR tests.
The IRR study design: Inter coder and Intra coder reliability
The total number of studies to be screened were divided into roughly equal pots for
each coder for the two IRR studies. To ensure consistency and accuracy of screening,
it was decided that three IRR tests would be conducted within both the studies: the
first test at the beginning, the second mid-way through screening, and the final test at
the end of the screening exercise. A sample of approximately 100 articles was
randomly selected for each IRR test from the larger database of citation records in
each IRR. There was some variation in this number for the second and third IRR tests
in studies 1 and 2, since the sample consisted of a fixed percent of each coder’s
allocated studies already screened by individual coders and comparisons were run
between original and test screening to check for consistency and intra-rater reliability.
Since the number of studies in each coder’s pot varied slightly, this accounts for the
variance in the number of studies screened by each coder for the IRRs.
At the beginning of the task all coders individually screened a random selection of
approximately 100 items. Results were compared and disagreements were resolved
through discussion between the coders. In extreme cases of disagreement which
could not be resolved through discussion, consultation with the project lead helped
clarify issues and doubts and helped refine the ‘discriminant capability’, i.e. the ability
to reduce coding errors (Campbell et al 2013) of the coding scheme. The precision of
the codebook was thus refined at the end of each IRR exercise. Figure 1 below
presents a snapshot of the research design and process for study 1. The same design
was adopted for study 2 as well.
Figure 1 about here
There were two stages of screening the studies. Initial screening for inclusion or
exclusion was first based on title and abstract and studies included at this stage were
subject to further screening using the full texts (usually pdf documents). Once included
after being screened on full text, data were extracted from the study according to a
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pre-designed coding instrument and were appraised for the quality of the evidence.
Initial screening consisted of simple coding decisions on title and abstract whether to
include or exclude a study for further analysis. At the initial screening stage sub-
categories were used to justify the decision to include or exclude a study, which were
intended to be a kind of logical guide to the overall decision making process at this
early stage. For example, ‘exclude - not a systematic review’ or ‘exclude - not on topic’.
The task was not straightforward because abstracts or titles often did not provide
enough information about whether the study contained relevant information or not. It
was then a matter of individual judgement whether to include or exclude a study based
on available information. The existence of grey areas or uncertainty meant that we
eventually added another category of ‘include – maybe/for further discussion’. Studies
belonging to the latter category were discussed by the team at regular intervals in
order to get a consensus on whether they should be included or excluded for screening
on full text. However, in the IRR, if a coder was unsure about a study and coded it as
include (for discussion) and the others coded it as exclude, the result was considered
a disagreement on the overall coding category (i.e. include or exclude). Since the
exclusion criteria was constantly being clarified in this way during the screening
process, the aim was that, by the third IRR, there should be no uncertainty in coding.
However, in this paper we restrict discussion of the IRR to the simple include or
exclude on title and abstract decision as it adequately illustrates the arguments we
make. Additionally, research has indicated that simpler coding schemes are better
than complex ones as they tend to have higher intercoder reliability, save time, and
avoid codes that may later turn out to be irrelevant (Campbell et al 2013).
Furthermore, despite clear articulation of the inclusion criteria, coding studies based
on the qualitative data contained in the title and abstract is not straightforward,
especially so in the social sciences (Tompson and Belur 2016), since the members
involved in the coding can vary in terms of abilities, experience, and subject matter
expertise (Campbell et al 2013, Morse 1997).
Inter coder and intra coder responses were measured and analysed over the three
IRR exercises and certain inferences were drawn based on the observations and
discussions with coders. We use a popular extension of the kappa statistic (the Kappa
Fleiss statistic for multiple coders) to measure IRR. Study 1 will be discussed in greater
detail, with study 2 being used for comparison purposes.
Results
Inter coder reliability (collective accuracy)
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Raw results of the three IRR exercises for the two studies presented below indicate
that the codes were applied somewhat unevenly across the two studies. The columns
marked 1st, 2nd and 3rd IRR present the number of studies that were in each of the
categories in the rows below. For example, in Table 2, 106 studies were coded in the
1st IRR test, 102 in the second and 103 in the third.
Table 2: Study 1 – Comparative IRR Test Scores and Kappa Statistic about here
Table 3: Study 2 – Comparative IRR Test Scores and Kappa Statistic about here
For study 1, initially the three coders coded 106 studies individually. When the results
were compared, there was 86.8% agreement between the three coders. In the case
of most disagreements, the ‘correct’ coding (or that which was the final agreed coding),
was usually that which had been agreed on by two coders. Only in 2 instances out of
all the disagreement (n=30) in the three screening exercises was the ‘majority’
consensus rejected as incorrect.
Further, disagreement on coding for 14 studies were discussed by the coders, who
articulated their reasoning. These fruitful discussions helped team members to
reconcile disagreements in 4 studies. Coders were unable to reconcile differences in
10 studies and had to revert to a fourth more senior member of the research team for
moderation. The exercise indicated a lack of clarity on some aspects of the exclusion
criteria, for example on issues to do with study design, study methodology and type of
outcome measure, but more fundamentally about how to screen studies that were
clearly not suitable for inclusion but might nevertheless be relevant or interesting for
other reasons. Coder B had coded these as “Include (second opinion required)”
because she felt conflicted about what to do with these studies, and was
uncomfortable about excluding them either because there was not enough information
in the abstract or the study seemed to be of relevance but did not fulfil all the conditions
for inclusion. She was hence more ‘generous’ or inclusive in her judgement. The other
coders chose to exclude them as the abstract did not indicate that they fit any of the
inclusion criteria. At the end of the first IRR, a new sub-category called Exclude (but
relevant for background information) was added to deal with these types of studies
which helped improve overall agreement levels in subsequent tests.
The second IRR test results (102 studies coded) in study 1 showed a marginally
greater level of agreement (89.2%), and the process of reconciling the disagreements
was once again very useful in refining the exclusion criteria. It was interesting to note
that there was still some confusion about decisions taken in the previous IRR
reconciliation meeting, especially since these had not been written down and each
coder had a slightly different memory of what had been agreed upon. There was also
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some confusion about the exclusion criteria in cases where the abstract did not
mention that the search was systematic, but clearly multiple evaluations were included
in the review. In this case, we found that individual preference for how strictly the
criteria was to be applied came into play. For coders A and C the instructions were
clear: if the information was not clearly stated in the title or abstract, the study was to
be excluded. Coder B was more open to inferences about what the study might
contain, and therefore was inclined to be more inclusive in her choice.
The third and final IRR test (103 studies coded) result shows still greater agreement
between coders (95.2%). Disagreements on five studies were attributed to human
errors.
Coder behaviour in study 2 (see Table 3) was different in as much as the coders were
supervised by a senior member of the research team who helped the coders reach
agreement in the reconciliation exercises following the IRRs. The initial degree of
agreement improved quite significantly through each IRR. Learning from the
experience of study 1, care was taken to ensure that a written codebook was refined
from one IRR meeting to the next. This significantly helped coders improve their
decision-making behaviour as a group. However, the arbiter (and first author)
observed during discussions with coders that they were less reflective in terms of their
behaviour and tended to attribute differences to human error or being uncertain about
their choices – mainly due to lack of subject expertise.
Inter coder reliability (precision)
As discussed above, the kappa statistic was calculated to determine the precision (i.e.
accounting for chance) of coding behaviour. Table 6 illustrates Landis and Koch’s
(1977) interpretation of the range of possible kappa statistics.
Table 6: Interpretation of Kappa Statistic (Landis and Koch 1977) about here
Tables 2 and 3 above indicate the number of records coded by each coder, the total
number of includes and excludes that were coded in each IRR1 across all three coders,
along with the overall agreement in percentage terms and the calculated kappa
statistic.
Thus, for study 1 where the percentage agreement steadily improved with each IRR,
the kappa statistic indicated that agreement was moderate in the first IRR, slipped
1 It is important to note that three coders coded the same set of selected studies for each IRR. For
example, for the first IRR in study 1, 106 studies were coded thrice (by each individual coders)
allowing for 291 excludes and 27 includes to total up to 318 decisions.
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down to fair in the second IRR and increased to being substantial in the third IRR. In
contrast, for study 2, the percentage agreement was lower than in study 1 over the
three IRRs but overall, the kappa scores were better for the second and third IRRs.
The level of agreement went up in each IRR for both the studies in percentage terms.
However, for study 1 even though the level of agreement went up from 87% to 89%
between the first and second IRRs, the kappa coefficient went down from 0.43 to 0.31
indicating that the level of agreement went from moderate to fair. Reasons for this
contradiction can be explained by the kappa’s paradox (Cicchetti & Feinstein 1990,
Gwet 2008). Here, in cases of asymmetric distribution of coding (for example like in
study 1) even very high agreement in percentage terms may result in low kappa
scores. Viera et al (2005) further suggest that for rare findings, low levels of kappa
may not necessarily indicate low levels of agreement (for the statistical explanation for
this paradox, see Viera et al 2005, Cicchetti & Feinstein 1990). As Table 2 indicates
for study 1, the number of studies coded as include and exclude were 3 times the total
N for each IRR, as studies for each IRR was coded thrice. Since the coding in this
screening exercise is skewed towards excludes, any one disagreement could have a
disproportionately large effect on the kappa statistic. However, for study 2, Table 3
indicates that the skewness in favour of excluding studies is slightly less. This partially
accounts for the result that despite greater percentage agreement over subsequent
IRRs, the kappa statistic can move counterintuitively in the opposite direction.
A closer look at individual coder behaviour and discussions between the three coders
revealed that coder behaviour had changed over the course of the three IRRs. For
study 1, coder A remained fairly consistent (and accurate as we shall see below) in
their coding behaviour but coders B and C reversed their coding decision frames –
coder B adopted a more restrictive frame whereas coder C seemed to adopt a more
inclusive frame. In this, coder C’s decision-making could be said to have ‘deteriorated’
i.e. agreement with ‘agreed’ coding deteriorated over IRR 1 and 2; but coder B’s
decision-making converged with the ‘agreed’ coding more in the second IRR as
compared to the first.
The three coders in study 2 were less engaged in the decision making process but
were more active in refining the codebook as the coding exercise proceeded. Coder 1
made similar kind of errors in decision making throughout the three exercises, whereas
coder 3 tried to modify behaviour in response to the refining of the codebook, with
varying success, worsening accuracy in IRR 2 (indicative of some misunderstanding
of the refining criteria) and then dramatically improved application of the coding criteria
in IRR 3. As opposed to this coder 2 admitted to remaining fairly detached and
unaffected by the changes in the coding criteria and whose behaviour remained fairly
consistent (with some improvement) over the three IRRs.
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Inter-rater reliability (individual accuracy)
Tables 4 and 5 refer to the accuracy of coding between the three coders. The three
columns measure by what percentage each individual coder was responsible for
disagreements results prior to reconciliation. This is calculated as the number of
disagreements for each individual coder divided by the total number of disagreements
in that IRR exercise. The denominator for each of those columns are the total number
of disagreements prior to reconciliation. For example, in study 1 for IRR1 – there was
lack of agreement in the first instance on 14 studies. These were reconciled either
through discussion or by the arbitrator. Table 4 shows the extent to which each
individual coder disagreed with the final reconciled and agreed upon result. The total
percentage disagreement in the first two IRRs for both the studies is greater than 100
because in some cases two coders had initially disagreed with the final reconciled
code. It was interesting that in the third IRR, for both studies, only one coder disagreed
with the final reconciled codes, indicating that the majority opinion was more accurate
by this stage.
Table 4: Study 1 Individual Coder Accuracy about here
We can thus see that for study 1 coder B was responsible for the majority of the initial
disagreements for IRR 1 but was responsible for fewer subsequent disagreements.
Noticeably, coder C’s decision making appears to have ‘deteriorated’ with each
subsequent IRR, but in actual fact was responsible for one or two disagreements in
each IRR. However, it is important to remember that the number of disagreements
(the denominator) for each subsequent exercise reduced.
Table 5: Study 2 Individual Coder Accuracy about here
For study 2, coder 1 and coder 3 moved in opposite directions in IRR2 and IRR3, with
coder 1 improving and then ‘deteriorating’ and coder 3 worsening and then
dramatically improving their coding accuracy. Coder 2, in contrast, remained fairly
consistent over the three tests, accounting for approximately 40% of disagreements
throughout, which indicates that their perception did not change over the 3 IRRs.
Intra-rater reliability (individual reliability)
One aspect of reliability that has received less research attention is intra-rater reliability
(Ashton 2000). The purpose of examining intra-rater reliability was to check
consistency of coding by individual coders, also known as test-re-test reliability, in this
case between the original coding and coding for the IRR. The second and third IRR
exercises for both studies consisted of all three coders coding a set of around 100
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records, which were selected (proportionately) from the coded records each of the
three coders had already completed. Table 7 and 8 describe the results of the test-re-
test exercise conducted in the studies 1 and 2 respectively. These tests were
conducted within a period of a week of the original screening exercise – however,
coders screened studies originally over several days followed by the IRR itself, which
was completed by coders either in one sitting or over a couple of days. This makes it
difficult to say whether and what part of the results measured internal consistency as
opposed to temporal reliability (Ashton 2000). The second and fourth columns
describe the number of reports that formed part of the IRR exercise but had been
initially coded by each coder. Columns three and five describe how much agreement
for each coder between the initial and IRR coding.
Table 7: Study 1 Test – Retest Results about here
Discussions amongst the team of coders revealed interesting ways in which coders
changed their behaviour (or not) during the coding process. Of the three coders, coder
B was consistent in coding over both the IRRs. Coders A and C showed minor variation
between their own original coding and coding for the IRR. We describe coder
behaviour as ‘cautious’ when they were more inclined to include a study although the
criteria were not fully met or required some inferences to be made about whether the
study might contain relevant information, and as ‘rigorous’ when they tended to apply
the inclusion criteria stringently.
Table 8: Study 2 Test-Retest Results about here
For study 2 on the other hand, coding behaviour of all three coders worsened over the
second and third IRRs – with each one having a higher number of disagreements with
their own original coding. To that extent, the intra rater reliability in study 2 was worse
off in terms of overall agreement between coders and also each individual coder
performance.
Thus, we found that coding behaviour of all coders across both studies changed during
the IRR when they revisited previously coded studies. Although the time lapse
between the original and IRR coding was a couple of weeks at most, the change in
behaviour could be attributed to the ‘observer effect’, i.e. coders admitted that they
often considered how they thought other coders might code a study and altered their
coding accordingly during the IRR. Similarly, coders also said that they altered their
behaviour when they kept an eye on the consequences of their coding decisions. In
other words when made aware that they would have to source and read all the
included studies they became more stringent in their application of the criteria,
especially in instances of articles that appeared interesting or informative although
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they did not strictly fulfil the inclusion criteria. This can be viewed as a positive
development since it meant every coder moved towards abiding by the inclusion
criteria more stringently at the screening stage.
Discussion
Previous research in other areas has mentioned the paucity of information on IRR,
when it is conducted, any analysis of the reasons for disagreement and how they were
resolved (Ashton 2000, Lombard et al 2002). As illustrated earlier in this paper, most
systematic reviews in crime prevention that report IRRs do not report at what point the
IRR was conducted, or the nature of the disagreements or how they were resolved.
Further, a majority of studies report only one IRR, which provides only one measuring
point in the (often convoluted) process. It can be said, therefore, that IRRs are not
being reported explicitly, rigorously and transparently, which are three defining
characteristics of systematic reviews (Gough et al 2012).
Given the influential effects of coder behaviour on the data (i.e. the ‘included studies’)
and the data extracted (i.e. the information contained within the included studies) it is
important to examine and reflect on the human factors that affect decision-making in
systematic reviews. This paper has attempted to do this via reporting on three IRR
tests, conducted at three different points in the screening process, for two distinct
studies. Findings indicated that coding behaviour changes both between and within
individuals over time, which has implications for a task as intensive as a systematic
review. Since systematic reviews should be replicable, all decision making should be
transparent and consistent. Our findings indicated the importance and need for
conducting regular and systematic inter and intra-rater reliability tests, especially when
multiple coders are involved, to ensure consistency and clarity at the screening and
coding stages. It is also good practice if the IRR scores are reported in the final report
or publication.
The difference in coding behaviour between coders has been discussed in the context
of qualitative research (c.f. Campbell et al 2013, Armstrong et al 1997), but rarely in
the context of systematic reviews because by definition they are supposed to preclude
subjectivity by having very clear cut inclusion criteria. They are also supposed to be
replicable. This research suggests, however, that this may not always be the case
when considering a complex topic within the social sciences. The breadth of the
subject matter, the number of disciplines covered and the ambiguity in the information
conveyed by the title and abstract showed that the task of coding whether studies are
relevant or not is often not straightforward.
Good intra-rater and inter-rater reliability depend on good training and agreed upon
standardisation of task (Rousson, Gasser and Seifert 2002). In both the screening
tasks, some basic training was provided and the attempt was to move towards
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standardisation via refining of the codebook through each IRR exercise. Observations
of resulting coder behaviour indicated that, firstly, coding behaviour between and
within individuals changed over the course of the coding exercise. Secondly, individual
coder’s responses varied to ambiguous or poorly written abstracts depending on
personal idiosyncrasies. Some coders were more likely to adhere rigidly to the
inclusion criteria and be more stringent, whereas others were more likely to be more
lenient and give the benefit of the doubt by being more inclusive. Thirdly, IRRs and
subsequent discussions affected coder behaviour differently in both of the studies.
Where decisions to refine the coding made in the IRR exercise were not scrupulously
recorded, individual coders had different recollections of the decisions made. In
contrast, where concepts were formally clarified and the codebook was refined, it
helped decision-making. Further, as the task progressed coders began to understand
how other coders behaved and were influenced in their own coding decision making
– often aligning their coding with what how they thought the others might code. Ashton
(2000) suggests that reliability of coding may be improved by general discussion, and
while this was mostly true, we found that in some cases the apparent over-thinking
that came after the group discussion sometimes proved to be counter-productive, as
indicated by the changing accuracy of individual coders over the three IRR tasks in
both the studies. Finally, a majority of the disagreements arose when sensitivity was
favoured over precision or specificity, when coders were inclined to be more inclusive
than the strict application of the inclusion criteria demanded.
Our observations and frank reflection on the task by the coders indicated several
explanations for varying and variable coder behaviour based on the results of the inter-
rater and intra-rater reliability tests.
Packaging of concepts
Our observation of coder behaviour clearly demonstrated that coders were
“packaging” the task differently, based on their background, domain knowledge and
research experience. Moreover, coders’ own understanding of the coding schema and
current understanding about research purpose changed and affected coding
behaviour as the task progressed, just as Mauthner et al (1998) observed on revisiting
old data several years later that they viewed their data differently as the aim of the
research changed. Although the aim of the task did not change in our case, the framing
of the goal (as we shall see below) did change for individual coders.
Further, as a separate but related point, we suggest that the degree of involvement in
the study can also affect the attention to consistency – the coders in the first study
were invested in the task as they were the architects of the study. It is possible that
the researchers in study 2 were coding as part of paid work rather than with the
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motivated enthusiasm of the methodologists in study 1 and were also not subject
experts, thus negatively affecting their performance.
Learning effect and fatigue effect
Our observations showed the impact of both effects in a test-re-test situation when
coders re-coded the same studies, resulting in more accurate coding (learning effect)
as well as more errors (fatigue effect). Our observation showed that the coding
behaviour of the two coders who had disagreements in the test-re-test situation went
in opposite directions. As described above, in cases of disagreement between first
and second coding by the same coder, in more cases (60%) their original coding was
“correct” compared to their coding in the IRR. However, while coder A was more
cautious in her original coding, coder C was more cautious in the IRR, i.e. the first
excluded studies she had previously included and vice versa for the second coder.
Subsequent discussions indicated that this was not because of coders’ lack of
attention or their adoption of a shallow approach to decision making; instead coders
had engaged in deeper thinking (possibly ‘overthinking’) and in justification for their
decisions, which has been shown sometimes to negatively affect quality of decision
making (LeBoueuf & Shafir 2003). Another possible explanation for change in
behaviour over IRRs could be attributed to the three coders engaging in extensive
discussion about their research attitude and decision frames, thus increasing
individual coder awareness of how the other coders might make decisions and being
influenced by it to attain greater agreement. Thus, whether the change in behaviour
was as a result of learner/ fatigue effects or simply a demonstration effect, whereby
behaviour is shaped by observing behaviour of other people, is unclear. On the other
hand, clearly, the disagreements between the three coders in the third IRR, attributed
to human error, were a demonstration of ‘fatigue effect’ – played out not in a test-re-
test situation but as a result of the monotony and sheer size of the coding task, and
the repetitive nature of the IRRs.
Framing effect: how the task was framed
We found that individual coders framed the screening task differently. For those
adopting a ‘positive frame’ the implication was that if the inclusion criteria were applied
stringently to the screening process, only relevant studies would be included. Further,
if the same task were ‘negatively framed’, the implication would be that the result of
misapplying the inclusion criteria stringently will end up in having to source and read
the full texts of a number of irrelevant studies.
In this case, the contextual framework for the coding task determined how the task
was understood and operationalised by the different coders. While some coders
interpreted the task literally, were inclined to stay within the rules, and were rigid about
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following the codebook, others, more focused on ensuring they included all possible
relevant information, were open to making inferences about what might be hinted at in
the title and abstract. This could be attributed not only to their experience of conducting
systematic reviews but their individual attitude towards research more generally. This
was whether the researcher’s focus was task based or goal oriented. Thus, coder
attitudes were found to lay along a continuum, where at one end a coder might
consider adhering to the inclusion criteria stringently and consistently as an end in
itself, while, at the other end, a coder might believe that achieving the research
objective was more important and therefore be more inclined to disregard the inclusion
criteria for studies that appear promising or had ambiguous enough abstracts to seem
relevant. At the beginning of the task in study 1, coder B exhibited ‘risk averse
behaviour’ by being more inclusive in her choices and admitting that this was guided
by the reluctance to miss out including any study that might potentially be relevant.
However, coder A exhibited what Kahneman and Tversky (1982) call ‘risk–seeking
behaviour’, whereby she was not as worried about missing out a relevant study. She
admitted she was confident, as relevant studies incorrectly excluded would likely be
discovered via other search tactics such as citation analysis and preferred to minimise
the time and resources in locating and coding the final sample of included studies.
Incidentally, for study 2, sensitivity and the need to ensure coverage were both
emphasised in the initial phase. As a result, coders’ interpretation of the inclusion
criteria was quite loose and inclusive, but as the task progressed this inclusivity meant
a large number of studies began to be coded into the ‘include’ pile. Coders soon
realised that they would have to source and code the final included list of studies. As
the task progressed, therefore, coders became much more stringent in their
application of the inclusion criteria and less willing to give studies with ambiguously
worded abstracts the benefit of the doubt. Overall, ‘goal framing’ (Levin et al 1998)
seemed to have an impact on the way coders understood the coding task. Thus, when
the task of applying the criteria stringently was presented in positive terms in order to
ensure that all relevant studies were included, this seemed to have less of an impact
than when coders were persuaded that doing so would mean some relevant studies
might get excluded because the abstracts were ambiguous. On the contrary, the
positively framed goal (100% inclusion of all relevant studies) had less of an impact
than the negatively framed consequence, namely, sourcing and reading all included
studies.
Interpersonal dynamics
Coders for study 1 admitted that their behaviour was affected by that of the other
coders in the team. For example, coders A and B were experts in their own separate
fields and were quite forthright in defending their decisions, while at the same time
acknowledging the other person’s expertise. Coder C was new to the field and the
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task, and was therefore most influenced by the viewpoints presented while negotiating
agreement. Perhaps as a result, coder C’s subsequent coding behaviour deteriorated
over the three tests. This implies that sometimes objective coding can be more
accurate and interpersonal dynamics can negatively affect that objectivity. In contrast,
for the second study, all three coders were equal novices to the subject matter and
revealed that they were not influenced by how other people would code - therefore
their errors could be attributed to factors other than the influence of any one coder.
A previous study has indicated that difference in coder status can lead to the coder
with lower status or expertise giving in to the opinion of the more experienced coder
either due to deference, intimidation, or lack of confidence (Campbell et al 2013).
However, in both studies coders were of equal status but the difference in experience
might account for any effect on coder agreement during negotiation in study 1.
Similarly, difference in status and experience between the arbitrator and coders in
study 2 might have impacted the negotiation process.
Lack of audit trail and human error
Despite intentions to update the codebook – in the first study, between the first and
second IRRs – no-one actually recorded the decisions taken in the early IRR and so
each coder went away with their unique understanding of what had been agreed upon
in the discussions. These varied interpretations and recollections of what was agreed
upon caused confusion when the same issues arose in the second IRR. Thus, the
importance of recording every decision taken, maintaining an ‘audit trail’ (Miles and
Huberman 1994) and adhering to the improved codebook to guide behaviour was
highlighted.
Finally, virtually all of the disagreements in the final IRR for both studies were
attributable to human error. This was openly acknowledged by coders when they
clearly had missed some relevant information in either the title or abstract or had
misunderstood or misread the available information. For example, in the final IRR in
study 1, coders A and B excluded a study because the title indicated it was an
intervention aimed at health-related outcomes, but in the reconciliation exercise coder
C pointed out that information in the abstract obliquely indicated some crime outcomes
might have been measured. Similarly coders B and C had excluded one study on
abstract (because the methodology was unclear) but failed to observe that the study
title proclaimed it to be a meta-analysis. Coders were unable to decide whether these
errors were due to fatigue or simple oversight.
Conclusion
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The two-fold purpose of this research study was firstly, to ensure and improve coding
accuracy and precision through IRRs periodically throughout the coding process, and
secondly, to demonstrate that systematic reviews may be less replicable than
previously acknowledged. The results highlight the subjective nature of decision
making at various steps, including at the fairly straightforward stage of screening
studies for inclusion, even after clear inclusion criteria have been drawn up.
Recognising this subjectivity is the first step towards trying to systematise and make
transparent the coding process. Using multiple coders in qualitative research has
acknowledged difficulties (Campbell et al 2013), however, subjectivity involved in
coding for systematic reviews has rarely been acknowledged or mentioned as a
possible limitation to the quality of the review. Nevertheless, our experience of
conducting systematic reviews indicated that the bivariate screening process (studies
are either included or excluded) itself has inbuilt subjectivities, and there is no reason
to suppose that this subjectivity does not carry over to other coding decisions in the
later stages of the review. Thus, the research illustrates the importance of
acknowledging that individual coder subjectivity and discretion can affect systematic
reviews. This may be particularly relevant in the social sciences, since concepts are
often complex, and discussed in a variety of ways over multiple disciplines.
The findings from the study indicated the need for the creation and subsequent
refinement of a detailed codebook to clarify complex concepts and aid decision
making. It further indicated the importance of conducting IRRs at different stages of
the coding process to monitor coder biases. It highlighted the importance of checking
for both accuracy and precision of coding when multiple coders are involved. The
importance of conducting a proper IRR exercise lies in ensuring quality control and
uniformity of application of coding decisions; in the process, improving decision-
making through reflection and group discussion can be gained. Similarly, adopting
sensible steps like taking regular breaks and ensuring coding is done in small batches
might mitigate some of the ill-effects of fatigue. While methodological literature has
focused some attention on how to reduce respondent fatigue (Clarke 2008) mitigating
researcher fatigue (see for e.g. Mandel 2003) is rarely mentioned in methodology
textbooks and handbooks on conducting research.
Finally, the movement towards evidence based practice in crime prevention and social
policy, especially in the UK, implies an increasing appetite for systematic reviews in
the social sciences. Reporting guidelines for systematic reviews along the lines of the
Cochrane collaboration and PRISMA guidelines for the medical sciences exist in the
form of Evidence for Policy and Practice Information (EPPI) centre and Campbell
collaboration guidelines for the social sciences. Having said that, none of these
guidelines address the issue of reliability between researchers for multi-authored
reviews. This is one of the many challenges to improve the quality of reporting to be
overcome in the ‘relatively young and rapidly developing’ field of systematic reviews
(Gough et al 2012).
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In conclusion, the research illustrates that individual coder variability exists within and
between coders. Thus, in order for systematic reviews to be systematic and rigorous,
as well as to ensure that conclusions drawn are valid, it is important to ensure that the
inclusion criteria are transparent and explicit. Additionally, putting in place measures
such as refining the codebook and conducting IRR tests at appropriate points in the
coding process to ensure that coding decisions are reliable and consistent should be
part of the reporting guidelines for systematic reviews
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